IEEE Robotics & Automation Chapter Chairs Workshop
27 May 2015

WELCOME RAS CHAPTER REPRESENTATIVES
Half-day Chapter Workshop Agenda
Wednesday, 27 May

● 9:30am - 9:35am Opening remarks by Prof. Xiaorui Zhu (RAS Chapters and International Activities Committee Co-Chair)
● 9:35am – 9:40am Speech by Prof. Raja Chatila (RAS President) or Prof. Jing Xiao (RAS Vice President)
● 9:40am – 9:50am Introduce how the RAS has and will support the local chapters in details – by Rachel Warnick (RAS Program Specialist)
● 9:50am – 10:05am Share the experiences and lessons of keeping a chapter active and etc. – by Grayson Randall (Chapter Representative)
● 10:05am – 10:20am Share the experiences and lessons of keeping a student chapter active and etc. – by Aswin Shibu (Student Chapter Representative)
● 10:20am – 10:30am Coffee break
● 10:30am – 11:30am Round table discussion
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- IEEE Member Geographic Activities
  - Initial formation
  - Funding
  - Reporting
- IEEE Technical Activities, RAS
  - Promotion to members
  - Funding
Improve the communication to and from the IEEE RAS

Goal of the Chapter Chair Workshop
Show how RAS can help and promote your chapter

Offer resources through the IEEE and RAS
Contacts for Your Chapter

Chapter Listing on www.ieee-ras.org
Updates pulled from v.Tools/SAMIEE

Help RAS keep your chapter information current! Add a website, Facebook page!
Information to help can be found at

http://www.ieee-ras.org/about-ras/society-resource-center/ras-resources

Chapter Resources
- IEEE-RAS Orientation
- RAS Local Chapter Support Request
- RAS Start Up Chapter Grant Request
- RAS Chapter of the Year Award
- Distinguished Lecturer Request by RAS Chapter
- RAS Website, eNews and Magazine Content Submission Form
- RAS Promotional Material Request Form
- RAS Logo
- IEEE Chapter Chairs' Reference Guide
- IEEE Volunteer Resources
- IEEE Volunteer Training - Modules
- vTools
- L31 Meeting Reports
- Local Chapter Required Reports
- IEEE Concentration Banking Program
- IEEE eNotice Service
- IEEE Electronic Mail Policy
- IEEE Web Hosting
- SAMIEEE - Member Data
- IEEE Local Chapter Petition
- IEEE Student Branch Petition
- IEEE Logos
Funding Opportunities from RAS

- RAS Local Chapter Support Requests
- RAS Start Up Chapter Grant Requests
- Distinguished Lecturer Requests

RAS Chapter of the Year Award

- Consider applying
- Deadline 1 August
Promotion

- RAS Promotional Material Request Form
  - Available twice per year
- RAS Website, eNews and Magazine Content Submission Form
Latest in Robotics and Automation

IEEE Spectrum
View all →

RAS PUBLICATIONS

RAM  T-RO

RAS EVENTS
View all →

ICRA 2015 - IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation

5/23 - 5/26
Events from May 27, 2015

RAS Chapter Chair Workshop
From May 27, 2015 09:30 to May 27, 2015 12:00
At Level Three, Room 303 - Washington State Convention Center, Seattle, WA, USA Categories: Chapter Events, Education Programs
The IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine is set to publish a special issue on Educational Robotics in June 2016. Currently, there is a call for papers with a deadline...
v.Tools

- L31 Meeting Reports
- Officer Changes
- Website Hosting
- Elections
- Surveys
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How can RAS help?

Check the RAS Chapter Resource Page

Contact r.o.warnick@ieee.org